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**Title word cross-reference**

1990s [Ano92m, Old91].

20th [Mar94b, You91]. 21st [New92].

90s [Rad91].

abandoned [Jev92b], absorptive [GJ99].

Academia [Sin90]. Academic
[BP94, Pac94, Efa93, EKNU92, Hea94, MII90, MI92, Web94b].

Academic-industry [BP94, Pac94, Hea94, Web94b]. Academy
[Ano91a, Sin93]. accidental [Mac94].
accomplishment [Duf95d]. account
[Gum95a]. accountability [Rap95a, Wei99].

Accounting [CR92a]. Accuracy [Smi93].
achievements [Tri99b]. ACRE [LT93].
activity [Doi94]. Actor [Wey94]. acutely
[Edm94]. administrations [Roq95].
advance [Ano92m, Nel91]. Advanced
[Bui93, DG92]. Advice [LT93, BC95a, Bra93, Bro93a, Con93, Gum94, Sko93a].
advising [dJ99]. Advisory
[Fin99, Joh93, Men99]. aeronautical
[Cab92c]. aerospace [HM90]. affecting
[Bow95, Sko93b]. Africa
[Gro94, Phi90, Tin93, Vit92]. African
[For95b]. after [Lüs90]. age [Por93].

Agenda [Met93, Smi94]. Agricultural
[Jaf92, Cab94b, GB93, Lac95]. agrofood
BE95]. alignment [KKM99]. alliances
[O’D90]. alternatives [Bra93]. Ambitious
[Cab92a, Wat94a]. America [BP94].
American [GB93, Jaf92]. among [Roq95].

B [BC95b, vAR95]. background [Lin90].


Britain [LT93, Tew90]. British [Div91b, Div92a, MIN+90, Utt91]. building [RS94]. business [Li95]. buy [Ste99].


Circumstantial [dMP94]. Citation [GWD92, Woo91]. Citizen [Hör99]. citizens [Ber99]. civilian [Har90]. classic [Glo95]. cleaner [You94]. Clearing [Han95].

climates [BC95b, Eva99, SW95a, Smi94, vAR95].
dependency [HS91]. depolitisation [Dar99]. depth [Wat94a]. Deserves [Glo95].
design [Fau95]. Designing [Joh93].
Destabilising [Gum92]. developed [Woh91]. Developing
Cab91, Cab94a, AA91, Bar94b, Cor94,
Li93, RS94, SP99, dO91]. Development
Ano91a, BM92, DN93, For95b, EHU90,
Her94, HS91, How90, Ja92, Lee91, Li93,
MsDM99, PR90, Sal95, Sig92, Sim95, Smi93,
TW99, Wal92]. developments
BL93, SV91]. Dialogues [vE99].
Diary
Ano91c, Ano91d, Ano92b, Ano92c, Ano93a,
Ano95a, Ano95b]. did [dlM95].
Dieman [Hol95b]. Differences [Fer95, Kne93, Nel91].
different [End99a]. Diffusion
OHB90, OHB92]. Dilemmas [Jas91a].
dimensional [Sim92]. diplomacy [Eve92].
directions [Von95]. disappointing
Edm94]. Disconnections [SF95].
discovery [Lis95]. discrimination [Hun93].
discussion [Ano90a]. dish [Joh99a].
Disincentives [Pla91]. dislike [CL95].
diversity [Bar90b, Gro90a]. Does
GR99, SB99, vHD95]. dog [Web94].
domain [BC95b, SW95a, vAR95]. domestic
Paq90]. dominance [Utt91]. Donald
Smi93]. Dr [Lic91]. draft [Goo94b]. Dutch
BE95, Men99]. dynamics [Fer95, Ric94c].
each [CL95]. East
Ano90b, Ano90c, Ano90d, Ano90e, Ano91e,
Ano92d, Ano92e, Ano92f, Ano93b, Ano93c,
Bud94, Car99, BP94, Kar94, Mes93, OHB90,
Smi90b, Sz94a]. East-European [Sz94a].
Eastern [Kal91]. EC [BC95a, MFGK94].
Economic [Gre92, Lac95, Lee91, Tri99a].
economics [BL93, Gib93, Sav93].
economies [tP99]. Economy
Ano91a, CH99, Jas91a, Lon94, O’D90,
OHB90, OHB92, Rs95, Sch90]. editorial
HJ95]. education [Ver95]. effective
Joh93]. effectiveness [Gov90]. effects
Hol91]. Electronic [Ste99, Fin99].
electronics [BM91]. Elucidating [Hem95].
embrace [Glo90]. EMBRAPA [Cab94b].
emergence [Etz94, Mol94]. emergent
BC95b, SW95a, vAR95]. Emerging
Mol90, RS94, SB99]. empirical
Jon93, Mac94, MFGK94]. end
MS92, Wel94]. end-user [Wel94]. Energy
You91, dO91, Bun99]. Engineering
Ano921, Bu93, Web90, EKNU92, WM92].
engineers [Div91b]. Enterprises
Sp92, Cn99]. Entertaining [Row94].
entrepreneur [EG99]. environment
LT91, Lon94, Mun95, Sim94b, Sko95,
Tri99a, Web90]. environment-friendly
LT91]. Environmental [De 95, Eki92,
Eve92, Gib93, Fer95, Gef95, Wat94b].
temporary [Jos99]. equipment [HH90].
equity [Bro93b, Kat91]. era [How90]. Error
Ran94b]. ESPRIT [Pow95]. essays
Jen99b, Lic91]. essential [Lon94].
Establishment [Tin93, Hea94, Sin93].
Ethical [Ste91]. Ethics
WM92, For95a, Smi90a]. eulogistic
Hem94]. Eurofighter [SWG95]. Europaea
Sin90]. Europe
AC95, Ano90n, BP94, Bal91, Her94, HJD95,
Kal91, Mah99, Mar90, Mol92, Mun90, Sha91,
Sin93, WM93, vHD95]. European
Ano95, Ano90b, Ano90c, Ano90d, Ano90e,
Ano91e, Ano92d, Ano92e, Ano92f, Ano93b,
Ano93c, Bar90b, Fer95, FL91, Gon95, Kar94,
Lak95, LOFM92, Mol94, OHB90, Ric92,
Sin93, Sz94a, Ten90, The95]. Evaluating
Hea94, Ave93]. Evaluation
Gov90, WY99, Bar94a, Den94, GWD92,
Rap95b, Web94b, WM93]. evidence
Jon93, dM94]. Evolution
FL91, EMT98, Gum91, KKM99].
Evolutionary
Goo94a, Sz94a, BL93, Dos91, Nel91].
Evolving [Sim95a, Sko95]. excellence
MFGK94]. exchanges [Efa93]. Expanding
Sav93]. expansion [Ing94]. expenditure
Kat91]. expenditures [Hol91].
India
[Gov90, Rah91, Raj90, Sik95, Vis95]. Indian
[Sik90]. indicator [Arc92, Sir92]. indicators
[Ano92m, CR92b, DG99, GL92, GWD92,
Hol92a, Kei92, NAS92, Yuh92, dIM92].
Individual [Cap90]. Industrial
[BM91, Kat91, Bow95, CM95, Etz94, EG99,
Kod91, LL95, Vov95a, WY99]. industries
[AK94, Doi94]. Industry
[AK94, And90, BP94, Bha90, BM91, Cab92c,
CL95, Fan95, Hea94, Jas94, Kne99, Pae94,
Web94b, WGBW99]. industry-public
[Fau95]. ineffectiveness [Isn93]. Influence
[Sri99, Gef95, Hol91, Wat94b]. informatics
[MS92]. Information
[MHN92, Geo94, TL99, Why94, Bui93]. informative
[Bie95]. informing [Ber99]. infrastructure
[MSdM99]. Initiative
[Mol92, Mol94]. Innovation
[Bud92, Arc92, Art90, BM92, Car99, Chu99,
DG99, EES90, EMT98, Gg95, Gj99, Irv91,
Jas91a, Jev93, KR93, Kei92, LL95, Nel99a,
Nio91, tP99, Pav92, Rya90, SP99, Sni91d,
Sim95, Wal93, Zim91]. Innovations
[Phi90, Obh90]. innovative [RS94].
investigation [Fis99]. insight [Tri99b].
Institution [Div91b]. Institute [Ric93].
institutional [Ric91]. Institutional [Web90].
Institutionalised [dJ99]. institutions
[Sch90, Web94a]. instruments [IrV91].
Integrated [DB99, Ram94a]. Intellectual
[KRY94, Kl93, Kne99, Ram94b].
Intelligence [Gum93]. intelligent [TL99].
Inter [Dre90]. Interactive [Cla95].
interchange [SW95]. interconnections
[Gro90b]. Interesting [Jen99b]. interests
[Sri99]. intermediary [Edw99].
internationalisation [Pow95]. International
[Gar91, Gro90b, HM90, Hay93, Hea94,
Ten90, WGBW99, Web94b, And90, Art90,
Col92, DC99, Hol91, Hor94, MI92, Myt90,
Rus95, Sko93b, Sko95, Vis95, Hay93, Ric93].
Internationalisation [Efa93, Pav92, ES90].
Internationalising [Sig92]. Internationalist
[May91].
Internationalization [Paq90, SdlMK90].
Internet [Fin99]. interpretation [Kne93].
Intervening [Sni93]. interventionist
[Etz94]. Introduction [Hea90, Sin90, Lic91].
Inventing [Sni93]. Invention [Edg91].
investment [Jaf92, MsdM99]. island
[TL99]. issue [Hea90]. Issues
[Ing94, Baa94, Gre92, Raj90, Ros91, Ste91].
Jan [SW95b]. Janeiro [EMT98]. Japan
[Han95, Kne99, Kod91, MII90, Mol90,
Roh93, Sig92, WGBW99]. Japanese
[Bar95, BM91, BM92, Div92a, Doi94, Koi93].
joint [Koi93]. journalism [IrV91a]. justice
[JB99].
key [Baa94]. Knowledge
[Bar94b, For95a, Cla95, CH99, Div93,
MSdM99, May99, Rus95, Ver94, Woh91].
knowledge-based [MSdM99]. Korea
[Lee91]. Korean [Cha99].
laboratories [CB91, Tri99a]. laboratory
[KW94, Ric92]. labs [Dag93]. Lack
[Irw92a, Jon93, Mor95, Ram94b]. Lacking
[Gum94, Wat94a]. Land [Hol95b]. large
[Ba91, FF93, Mol94]. large-scale
[FF93, Mol94]. largest [PP91]. lasting
[Jos99]. Latin [Ja92]. Latvian [KT95].
Laws [AA91]. Laying [Pig91]. lead [SB99].
leadership [SMMG93]. leap [Vi92].
Learning [Car99, Atk93]. led [Twe90].
legacy [Kne93]. less [Woh91]. lesson
[Car95]. Lessons
[Her94, Atk93, Irv91, Sag91]. letters
[SW95b]. Letting [Web94]. level [And95].
liability [Mun95]. Liberty [Mey90].
Lichfield [Lic91]. life [Fre91, Noh93]. light
[Div91a]. linkage [Fan95]. Linking [Mar93].
literature [Ano90b, Ano90c, Ano90d,
Ano90e, Ano91e, Ano92d, Ano92e, Ano92f,
Ano93b, Ano93c, Bud92]. little [Tri99b].
livestock [Cab94b]. location [Jev93]. logic [BM92, Nob93]. London [Hon91]. Look [Bon90, LL95]. Lords [Wil92]. Lucky [Duf95a].
Max-Planck-Gesellschaft [Zac92]. Maximising [Smi91b]. measure [Hol92b]. measurement [Woo91]. mechanisms [PS92, WGBW99]. Medical [Smi90a].
Medicine [Smi91c, Smi90b]. medicines [AC95]. medium [Chu99, Woh91].
medium-sized [Chu99]. Meetings [Ano90g, Ano90h, Ano90i, Ano90j, Ano90k, Ano90l, Ano91g, Ano91h, Ano91i, Ano91l, Ano92h, Ano92i, Ano92j, Ano92k, Ano93c, Ano93f, Ano93g, Ano93h, Ano93i, Ano94b, Ano94c, Ano94d, Ano94e, Ano94f, Ano94g, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano95g]. meets [Smi90b]. megaprojects [Ave93]. Merging [Rus95]. merits [Duf93a]. Meske [Kar94].
mutual [BC95b, SW95a, vAR95]. Myth [Gum95b]. myths [Wil90].
Netherlands [MI90]. Network [Liy94, Art90]. networks [Acs90, EES90, Kie95, Sim93b, Wey94].
Notes [Ano95]. notions [Rap95a]. novel [Fau95]. NTBFs [Acs99].
nuclear [Wel94]. numerically [OHB92].
objectives [Cab92a]. observations [OHB90]. OECD [Ano92a, Hol95c, tP99].
organisms [Mun95]. orienting [Ric94b]. original [Cab95]. other [CL95, Kar94]. our [Gol91]. output [MIN+90]. Overburdened.
palaver [Paq90], panels [Hör99], paper [BC95b, vAR95], paradigm [Rui94].
paradigms [Nov94, Rus95, Sm95].
paradoxes [RM99, Wei99].
parliament [Llo91].
participation [Jos99].
Participatory [Dur99, Hen99, Fis99].
particle [Ric92].
partnering [Myt90].
Past [Tri99b, Div94c].
Patent [GB99].
Patenting [Arc92, Mar94a].
Path [HS91, EMT98].
Path-dependency [HS91].
paths [Car99].
patterns [RS94].
payments [Sir92].
peaceful [Sch91].
Europe [Mol90].
People [Zho91].
perception [Nob93].
perestroika [Kne90].
performance [Hol92a, MFGK94].
perestroika [Kne90].
performer [Hol92a].
perception [Nob93].
phenomenon [Jos99].
physicist [Lüs90].
physics [Ric92].
place [GJ99].
places [LL95].
Planck [Zac92].
planet [Mot91].
planning [NAS92].
plant [Rap95b].
Playfulness [Irw91c].
Playing [Lon93].
points [Koi93].
Poland [Jas94a].
policies [Ac99, Cab91, Chu99, Eva99, GB99, Pig91, SF95, Yue92].
policy [An90m, An92l, Gar91, Hon91, Hop99, Lieu94, May99, TW99, AK94, An90o, An90k, At93, Baa94, Bar94a, Bar95, Bec93, BC95b, BC95a, Bro93b, Cab92c, CR92a, CR92b, CM95, Con93, Cro94, Dag93, De95, Div93, Div95b, DKB99, Edw99, Ezt94, EMT98, EG99, Fer95, FL91, For95b, Gal94, GWD92, Gef95, Geo93a, Goo94a, Gov90, Gr94, Gum91, Hol95a, Ing91, Irv91, Irv92a, Isn93, Jas91a, Jas94, Joh93, JB99, Jos99, KR93, KRY94, Koi93, Lac95, Lak95, Lee91, MSD99, Men99, Met93, MS92, MS95, Mun90, Now94, Phi90, Pow95, Rad91, Ran94b, Ros91, Rui94, RM99, Sag91, SMMG93, Sch90, Sch93b, SW95a, Sik95, Sim95, Sin93, Sko95, Sm94, Srl99, Vom95, Vov99, WGB99, Wat94b, Wm93, Wil90, Woo91, dO91, dMP94].
policy [vAR95, vE99].
policy- [JB99, Jos99].
policy-maker [Hol95a].
policy-making [At93, Edw99, GWD92, Men99, Sm94, Srl99, WGB99].
Polish [Jas91b, Jas94].
Political [Kri92, For95b, Roc95, Rus95, Wei99, dIM92].
politics [Bel99c, Hop99, Sm94, The95, Wei99, Vov91].
Pollution [Irv93, BC95a].
poor [Bab99].
popular [Gum95a].
Post [Yea94].
Post-constructivist [Yea94].
potato [BE95].
Potential [HH90, MHN92, Sm91b].
Potentially [Edm94].
Powell [Wei94].
Power [Sm91a, Zep95, Bab99, BdSD95, Div95a, Hop99].
powers [Roc95].
practice [Bro93a, MHN92, WY99].
Preparing [Og99].
present [Lin90, Tri99b].
presented [Joh99a].
preserve [Jen99a].
pressure [Irv92b].
price [Li95].
principles [EES90, Lin90].
priorities [Bud90].
Private [Sio91, Rap95a].
private-sector [Rap95a].
Problems [An91a, Buc93, De95, Gib94, Kri92, Raj90].
procedural [Gre93, JB99].
process [BM92, Den94, Gro94, OH90].
processes [On95, Nel99a, dB99].
procurement [Gre93].
production [Cab94b, Utt91].
products [DM92, IT91].
Programme [Bui93, WY99, An92I, Art90].
programmes [Dag93, Den94].
progress [Du95b, Fre91].
Project [GR99, SWG95, Ste91].
projects [Bal91, FF93].
Prometheus [Str90].
Promise [Div94b].
Promoting [Irv91, WY99].
property [KRY94, Kne99].
proposal [CM95].
proposals [Kha91].
prospects [Ke92, Wil90].
protection [KRY94, Rap95b].
provisional [Mes93].
provocation [Irv91c].
provoking [Rep90, Row94].
Public [Ac99, EG99, FF93, Jos99, AK94, Dur99].
Edw99, Fau95, Fin99, Gov90, Jas91a, JB99, Kat91, Lac95, Nob93, Rap95a, Roq95, RM99, Slo91, Smi94, Wal93, Wil90, Zho91. 

public-[Rap95a]. 


S&T [Ano91k, Ano92m, Cab91, Dag93, Duf93a, Ste92, Yuh92]. S. [BC95b, vAR95]. safe [Kem93]. Saharan [Vit92]. Saving [Mot91]. scale [FF93, Hol91, Mol94, The95]. Scenario [AJ99]. Scenarios [PR90]. scholar [Cap90]. scholarly [Efa93]. Science [Ano90a, Ano90m, Ano91a, Ano921, Bra93, Cab92c, Cro94, Gar91, Hon91, Jas94, Lin90, Lly94, Llo91, Mar90, Mar92, Rah91, Raj90, Rap99, Sag91, Sik95, Sko93a, Wil90, And95, Ano90m, ACL94, Baa94, Bal92, Bao91, Bar95, Bar94b, Bel99a, BC95b, Bro93a, CM95, Col92, Con93, Dur99, DKK99, End99b, ES90, EKNU92, EG99, FL91, GL92, GB93, GWD92, Goo93, Gro94, Gum91, Hol92b, Hop99, Hud99, Irw91a, Joh93, JB99, Jos99, LL99, Lly93, Mac91, MIN990, Nob93, Now94, Pig91, PS92, Ric94c, Ros91, Rui94, Sal95, SMMG93, SW95a, Sik90, Sin93, Sko93b, Sko95, Smi91c, Smi94, The95, Tin93, Von95, Voy99, Wat94b, WeI99, Woo91, Yea94, Zho91, dIM92, dMP94, vAR95, vE99]. Science-and-society [Mar90].
[Gef95, Gum92, Wey94, Woo91].

**Technology**

[Ano90a, Ano91a, Ano91b, Bui93, Duf95c, Ett94, Fre91, Liy94, NAS92, Rad91, Sch90, Spi92, Acs90, Acs99, AA91, And95, Atk93, ACL94, Baa94, Bal92, Bao91, Bar95, Bar94b, Bar90b, Bec93, BdSdOR95, BL93, BM92, Bra93, Bro93b, Cab92c, Col92, Con93, Cor94, Cro94, Div94b, Div95b, DM92, DG92, Dur99, EUH90, ESh90, EG99, FL91, For95b, GWD92, Gro94, Gum91, Hen95, Hen99, HS91, Hor99, Jas94, Jol93, Jol99, Jos99, KRY94, Kne99, Lee91, Liy93, MHN92, MS95, Mol94, Raj90, Ram94a, Sag91, Sal95, SV91, SMM93, Sch93b, Sir92, Sko93a, Sko93b, Sko95, TL99, Utt91, Vis95, Von95, WGBW99, Web94a, We94, Zho91, dO91, vHdP95, Ano92l] technology-based [Acs99].

technology-policy [Div95b].

**telemedicine** [KKM99].

**Ten** [Atk93].

tene [Dre90].

**tenure** [Duf95d].

**test** [MFGK94].

**Testing** [Fin99].

their [GWD92, Woo91].

**theoretical** [MFGK94].

**theory** [BL93, Bro93a, Dos91, Gum94, Nel91, Sun95].

there [Div91a].

**Think** [Men99].

Thinking [And95, Jev92a].

Third [Cla95, GB93].

**Thirty** [Voy99].

**Thought** [Rep90, Row94].

thought-provoking [Row94].

**threat** [Nob93].

Three [End99a, Sim92, Sun95].

**Three-dimensional** [Sim92].

Time [Gor92, Bro99].

timely [Sim93a].

times [Mar94b].

tips [Rad91].

today [Rie94a].

together [Hop99].

**Too** [Hen94].

**tool** [Pow95].

town [Hol95c].

**toxicology** [AC95].

**Trade** [DM92, WGBW99].

trading [Cro94].

**tradition** [Edg91].

training [Div92b].

trajectory [EG99].

**transboundary** [BC95a].

**transfer** [AA91, Bar94b, Cor94, Kne99, Sch90, Sir92, Spi92, Utt91, Web94a, Woh91].

**transformation** [Rah91].

**Transforming** [PS92].

**Transition** [Bal92, Baa94, Jas91a, Jas94, Kin91].

**transport** [Kem93, Mar93].

transport [Eva99].

**Trends** [Cor94, MII90, MI92, LL99, MIN+90, Sko93b, Wal92].

**Triad** [Wal91].

**tribes** [Joh99b].

**Triple** [EL99, SP99].

**Trondheim** [Ano91b].

troubled [Irw91b].

Truly [And90].

**truth** [Jev92b, Hop99].

turning [Koi93].

Two [Joh99b, KR93, Dre90, Gol90].

**UK** [Ano921, Buc93, Bui93, EUH90, Fin99, Gum91, MII90, Mol90, Rap95a, Ste91, Wel94].

**UK/Europe** [Mol90].

**Ukraine** [KI93].

unbound [EKNU92].

certain [Sal95, Sim94b].

unconvincing [Rep90].

uncovered [Gum95b].

under-researched [Goo94b].

**Understanding** [Mol94, Dur99].

understandings [Lev99].

**Unesco** [Ric91, Ric94e].

unification [Zac92].

uninitiated [Div94a].

Uninventing [Coo91].

**Union** [Fer95].

**Unit** [Ano90m].

United [Cro94, EG99, LL99].

**universities** [Sta94].

University [Ano91b, Ano921, CL95, Ale92, CH99, GB99, Kne99, Ano90m].

university-industry [Kne99].

untouchable [Wil93].

upgrading [WY99].

**uptake** [CM95].

**USA** [CB91, Ett94, Kod91, MII90, Mol90].

use [GWD92, Woo91].

**user** [Che94, We94].

users [Bui93, Mol92].

using [Ren95].

USSR [Ano91a].

**Utilisation** [Lak95].

Utility [Vit92, Nas95].

**Utopian** [Fry90].

utrumque [Dre90].

wadis [Ric91].

values [Nob93].

Vans [Due90].

**variety** [Rap95b].

vehicles [Due90].

vertical [BE95].

via [Fin99].

vicesitudes [SMM93].

view [Cab94a, KI93, Roh93, Von95].

**Viewpoint** [Jas94].

villain [Str90].

violent [Mar92].

Virtual [Bel99c].

Vision [Gil94, Rah90, New92, TL99, WGBW99].

volume [Ano90f, Ano92g].

vs [Slo91].

wag [Wel94].

Wall [Bud94].

War [Mar90, Wey94].

**warfare** [Rap99].
warming [Kha91]. was [Div91a]. way
[Twe90, dlM95]. Wealth [Geo94]. Weapon
[EES90]. weaving [Why94]. Web [Bar95].
webs [Mar95]. West [Smi90b]. wheat
[Cab94b]. Where [Irw92b, Pal94]. Which
[dlM95]. Who [Nel99b]. Whose [EL99].
Wide [Bar95]. Will [Ber99]. Wissenschaft
[New92]. within [OHB92]. Women
[LL99, EKNU92]. work [CR92b, Wil92].
workshops [AJ99]. World
[Bar95, Sag91, Wal91, For95a, Koj90, PP91,
Ric94c, Cla95, GB93, Mar90]. would [Ste99].
Yynne [BC95b, vAR95, SW95b].
yardsticks [LL95]. years [Lüs90, Sik90,
Voy99]. yesteryear [dlM94].
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